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Summaty.-In an interdisciplinary research project carried out by a violinist and 
a psychophysiologist which is based on a videotape of a performance by the violulist, 
David Oistrakh, we draw attenuon to certain postural attitudes and movements which 
appear in sequences of his rendition of the Brandenburg Concerto N. 4 by Bach and 
the Concerto for V i o h  in D Major by Mozart. These postural attitudes and move- 
mencs occur with a certain regularity and are particular to each piece of music. For 
example, in the Brandenburg Concerto, one can observe rhythmic oscillations of the 
musician's whole body, with a shifting of the weight (alternanza di appoggio) from the 
left co the right foot. The performer's movements were compared with corresponding 
points of the musical score. Within this analytical framework, we hypothesize thar 
these movements have not only a mechanical postural role bur an expressive aesthetic 
one. 

In this paper, we examine specific violin performances to analyze cer- 
tain aspects of musical interpretation from the perspective of psy~hoph~siol- 
ogy. This i n t e r d i s ~ i p h a r ~  research, conducted by a psychophysiologist and a 
violmist, is focused on the relationships between the structure of the musical 
score which represents a "program" that the musician follows by means of 
the specific motor activity that acts on an instrument (the v i o h )  and the 
specific motor-postural organization of a particular musician (the performer) 
in terms of the tonic and phasic control of his motor-postural attitudes. This 
type of study is of great interest to psychophysiological research as the rela- 
tionships between score and execution can be explored in terms of the way 
they relate to the production of certain effects of particular aesthetic signifi- 
cance. 

A psychological analysis of musical interpretation presents certain prob- 
lems. It is given that each musician has an individual personality, making it 
impossible to generalize about the presence of valid psychophysiological 
mechanisms for all musicians. Further, beyond considerations of personality, 
each musician's interpretation depends on many factors: education and train- 
ing, the presence of stage fright, the specifics of the musical piece (technical 
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difficulties, intellectual and expressive structural aspects, for example), and 
so forth. This phenomenon becomes even more complex to study if we con- 
sider the public-spectator relationship wherein different levels of musical cul- 
ture and listening habits are relevant. 

We believe that the different dimensions of these many variables should 
be studied one at a time. In any case, however, it is impossible to ignore the 
personal characteristics of the musician. For this reason, in the scientific 
analysis of musical interpretation, it is necessary to identify the individual 
characteristics of a particular musician despite the traditional orientation of 
research in psychology towards generalizations or towards the examination 
of specific differences that regard classes of behavior or typologies. In our 
study, however, we have applied certain general categories of psychology 
and physiology to the specific study of one musician's interpretation of vari- 
ous pieces of music. Later, we plan to continue using the same methodology 
to study other musicians. The work at hand thus represents the first of a 
series. Our initial task has been to examine whether objectively discernable 
temporal relationships exist between the motor attitudes of a musician and 
formal structural aspects of the score. 

In the process of musical interpretation, a particular phenomenon can 
be observed whereby the muscular activity of the body, acting upon the in- 
strument, produces sounds that generate emotional states. In this process 
the role of the musician goes well beyond the role of the simple mediator of 
a written text. In our investigation we explore the problem of how it is pos- 
sible to realize this strange miracle: the transformation of mechanical events 
into emotional messages. 

The mechanical events that produce sound, for example, the traction of 
the bow on the strings of the violin, are modulated by the motor activity of 
the musician. In the organization of motor activity the differences in the 
interpretive modality between musicians might be distinguished. Indeed, it is 
specifically through the motor activity that the musical message of the score 
is transformed into an expressive sound event. On this point, let us say that 
only a very ingenuous view of the problem would have us suppose that in 
this process of transformation only certain areas of the body are implicated 
such as those that intervene on the instrument or are in direct contact with 
it.  No one movement of the body can be separated from the postural con- 
text in which it takes place. Each movement is the result of motor program- 
ming that must take into account the tonic basal level of the implicated 
muscles. Each movement also produces spatial shifting (large or small) which 
alters the postural equhbrium of the body. Each movement presupposes 
two automatisms. The first refers to the fluidity of the programmed move- 
ment and the second to the need to re-establish the altered postural equdib- 
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rium. Obviously, equhbrium might be modified noticeably or barely percep- 
tibly, depending on the form or the breadth of the movement. 

As Anokhin (197.5) has shown, to produce a movement which involves 
a specific area of the body, it is necessary to modify the basic postural tone. 
For example, when one raises a leg, it is insufficient to make only certain 
specific muscles contract; rather, it is essential to reorganize a redistribution 
of the basic tone of the body as a whole to avoid losing one's balance. In 
the same way, during the execution of a musical piece, the body constantly 
moves in,ways that require an ongoing and fluid postural readjustment. For 
example, simply to move the bow from one string to another necessitates a 
minimal postural adjustment, even if it is automatic and imperceptible. 
Therefore, the demands of v i o h  technique must be interwoven with the in- 
dvidual musician's habitual style of postural control. 

As is widely recognized, there is a considerable variety of postural atti- 
tudes such as rigid posture, controlled posture, posture that is not we1 co- 
ordinated, etc. [For a critical analysis of postures, from their origins and 
individual differences from a psychophysiological point of view, see Ruggieri 
(1987; Ruggieri & Fabrizio, 1994).1 In our opinion, each musician puts a 
specific modality of postural-motor coordination into action as a musical 
piece is performed. In our view, individual differences in postural-motor co- 
ordination can play a role in the production of aesthetic events. We plan to 
compare musical interpretations of other musicians in later studies. In this 
first analysis, we examine the performance of one musician playing a selec- 
tion of pieces. Some of the central issues considered are as follows: are the 
musician's movements that concern the whole body or that are not directly 
connected to the production of sound the same in different pieces? More- 
over, do the movements which are ultimately detected have any effect on- 
interfere with or enhance-the aims of the musical expression? Is there a 
relationship between the logic of the movements and the logic of the score? 

These concepts are important in the realm of musical interpretation 
where the muscular events are transformed into expressive events with aes- 
thetic value. Indeed, the musical message contains variations of tensions (in- 
crease in tension, lightness, gravity, etc.). At this juncture, we ask if such ex- 
pressive effects are not produced by precise variations of body tension on 
the part of the musician. Here we draw attention to some aspects of motor 
activity that are an essential part of the expressiveness of the musician but 
are not traditionally taken into consideration. In particular, we examine not 
only the specific movements of those parts of the body involved in immedi- 
ate contact with the instruments but also motor events hke oscdations of 
the whole body or flexion of the musician's torso. We believe that these 
movements are part of the patterns of the central nervous system that pro- 
duce musical figures, very much like the gestures that accompany verbal lan- 
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guage. From this point on we will call these movements or motor events that 
are not directly connected to the production of the sound "entourage move- 
ments." 

Entourage movements appear not only in verbal language but also dur- 
ing musical interpretation. These movements are automatic and involuntary, 
and the performer is not always aware of them. It is hard to demonstrate, to 
the contrary, that such movements do not have an effect on the production 
of sound. We believe that such motor distinctions generate the differences 
between various musicians. Indeed, involuntary entourage movements con- 
tribute to the increases and decreases in pressure of the bow on the strings 
and thereby have an important effect on the modulation of the intensity of 
the sound. Moreover, entourage movements can cause accelerations and de- 
creases in the speed of the bow that are so slight as to be imperceptible. 
The minimal variations produced by entourage movements are in addition to 
the fundamental movements produced by the right and left hands. We main- 
tain that there are not simply two isolated arms that are playing but rather 
an individual who expresses "musical intentions" through a modulation of 
all bodily activity. In other words. musical intentions always become motor 
programs that are realized through the activity of the whole body. We be- 
lieve the voluntary movements of the arms, hands, and shoulders necessary 
to play and involuntary entourage movements are connected to postural atti- 
tude, and hence subject to a type of unified postural-motor control. 

To understand the movement-posture relationship, let us remember 
that each programmed movement presupposes a synthesis of proprioceptive 
information, both tonic and phasic, beyond the types of information arising 
from vestibular proprioceptors. The synthesis of the afferences is fundamen- 
tal for the automatic regulation of postural tone in relationship to possible 
losses of equhbrium provoked by even minimal movements. It is not our 
intention here to demonstrate an obvious fact, that each movement implies 
automatic ~os tura l  adjustments, but rather to show how this relationship 
(movement-postural adjustment) is expressed in various musicians and wheth- 
er it can have a role in musical expressiveness. We seek to explore whether a 
relationship exists between the "logic" of the musical score and the "logic" 
of the control of the movement-posture relationship. We are not interested 
in examining the different didactic concepts which in some way suggest par- 
ticular modes of postural organization. Instead, our interest lies in examin- 
ing the movements of a world-class musician that are present and concretely 
detectable so that we can assess whether such movements, of which we must 
first establish the presence and form, contribute to or interfere with his mu- 
sical interpretation and expressiveness. It is important for us at the outset to 
look at the osc~llations of the whole body and of the head, flexions of the 
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torso, etc., the occurrence of which can correspond to different points on 
the score. 

The subject of our study is one of the most important violinists of this 
century. We  are looking at his postural attitudes and entourage movements 
that occur during his rendering of two musical pieces, one by Bach and one 
by Mozart. 

METHOD 
The musician under scrutiny is the violinist, David Oistrakh, in his in- 

terpretation of two musical pieces, Brandenburg Concerto N. 4 in G Major 
(principal violu) by J. S. Bach and the second movement of the Concerto in 
D Major (K. 218) by W. A. Mozart. The pieces selected have been taken 
from a videotape of the RAI (Radio Televisione Itahana) in which both con- 
certs are played by the Italian State Television Orchestra of Turin, 1967. 

Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 

Deriving a descriptive account.-In the first stage of the study, the two 
observers watched the videotape of the concert independently of each other. 
By studying the recorded material at different speeds (normal, accelerated, 
and reduced) the observers sought to detect any movements on the part of 
thc performer that were particularly strlking and that occurred repeatedly 
throughout the performance. What stood out immediately for both evalua- 
tors of the videotape was the presence of periodic oscdlations on the part of 
the musician that involved the whole body. A closer examination indicated 
that these oscillations appeared to be associated with an alternation in the 
standing position of Oistrakh, the way in which he shifts his weight from 
one foot to another. It seemed to both observers that the musician produced 
an initial body imbalance which gave rise to a sequence of oscdlations simi- 
lar to the activity of a pendulum in which the force of inertia also plays a 
role. Thus, the initial loss of balance appears to initiate a sequence of bal- 
ancing activity (oscillations) to reestablish equdibrium, almost as if the musi- 
cian unbalances himself to seek a new dynamic continuum as a way to re- 
lease and position his weight. 

Starting with this hypothesis, we concentrated our attention on the mu- 
sician's feet and on the way he leans his body and positions his weight. T o  
d o  this we have considered the two lower lunbs as the two sides of a trian- 
gle which has as the base the level of the feet and as its vertex the torso and 
the head of the musician. We have supposed that, if the angles formed by 
the two sides with the base are equal (if they form an isosceles triangle), we 
can consider that the placement of weight is also equal and stable. Instead, 
if the angles formed by the two legs are different, for example, one right 
and the other acute, we can assume that there is an unequal distribution of 
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weight. For example, we can hypothesize that there wdl be a significant dls- 
charge of weight onto the limb which, continuing in the direction of the 
torso, forms the right angle with the base. It is easy to imagine as well that, 
if the distribution of weight is too uneven, an instability is created and ac- 
centuated should the right angle become slightly obtuse. From this condi- 
tion of accentuated instabhty automatic oscdlations can be produced which 
are associated with an alternation in his stance on the right or left foot. 
Once the presence of this oscdating phenomenon was identified, we investi- 
gated a possible relationship between the phenomenon and the musical text, 
in particular between the motor oscdlation and the specific interpretation of 
the musical text by Oistrakh. To do this, we established an ad hoc system of 
notation to indicate the oscillations on the score. 

Description of Oistrakh's positions and movements.-Oistrakh begins to 
oscdlate even before his own entrance with the violin. Two measures before 
the entrance (measure 4 in the score), he seems to shift all the weight of his 
body onto his right foot. This condition creates a slight unbalancing to the 
right which leads to a rebounding movement towards the left. In this phase 
he also places the violin on his shoulder. To return from left to right, he 
again appears to use the rebounding mechanism but adds a twisting move- 
ment of the torso and shoulders as well, with a shifting of the v i o h  towards 
the center and downwards. This last movement of twisting and positioning 
the weight towards the right ends with Oistrakh's attack as he enters with a 
downward bowing. The musician's attack or entrance thus coincides with 
the shifting of his weight, although not markedly, to the right foot, followed 
by a "rebound" of his whole body with an upward movement of the bow in 
measure 8. This unbalancing to the left precedes the downward bowing at 
measure 9. This last movement of unbalancing-twisting towards the center 
and towards the right is preceded by a particular movement of the shoulder. 
In fact, the shoulder, before beginning its course along an oblique line to- 
wards the axis and towards the center, has a very short rise, followed by a 
type of very small jump. This action ends with the drawing of the bow 
across the strings (measure 9). In measure 10 and in measures 11 and 12, 
during which the violin is silent, Oistrakh again makes a pendulum-type os- 
cillation, as in the beginning, with a sequence of shifting his weight from 
one foot to another, starting on the right, continuing to the left, and then 
back again to the right. From measure 13 to measure 19, the left-right oscil- 
lations follow the "logic of the phrase" (alternating "question and answer" 
motifs) rather than the movement of metrics. Within this series of oscilla- 
tions, the shifting during measures 16, 17, and 18 involves not the whole 
body but only the shoulders-sort of small, oscdlating adjustments reahzed 
while the body continues to lean towards the left. 

To summarize, the entire sequence from measure 13 to measure 19 be- 
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gins with the musician leaning on his left foot and ends with him leaning on 
his right foot. It seems possible, however, to state that the final positioning 
of the musician's weight at measure 19 is achieved through a sequence of 0s- 
cillations, which, as they follow the phrase, become progressively shorter and 
then stop altogether at measure 19 at which time Oistrakh leans stably on 
his right foot until measure 24. At measure 25, Oistrakh once again leans to 
the left and produces an effect of lightness on the long note. 

Concerto in D Major by Mozart (K. 218), Second Movement, Andante can- 
tabile 

The two observers again looked at the videotape independently, initially 
without listening to the music as a way to identify movements that were par- 
ticularly dstinct in terms of clarity, duration, and frequency. One movement 
that stood out consisted of a particular twisting of the torso or at times of 
the whole figure of the musician from the right towards the left, and vice 
versa. It is important to point out that this motor sequence appears repeat- 
edly throughout the whole piece. These twisting movements, together with 
the movement of the body, produce a rotation of the axis of the violin .on 
the horizontal plane. If we describe this shhing of the axis of the v i o h  in 
relation to the axis of the body, we find that the rotation can be centripetal, 
with a shhing of the axis of the v i o h  towards the inside and the center of 
the body (often with the neck of the violin slightly tilted downwards) and 
centrifugal with a shLfting of the violin towards the outside (and with a 
slight raising upwards of the neck as well). In these two movements the ro- 
tation of the v i o h  takes place more or less on a horizontal plane, perpen- 
dicular to the axis of the body. 

The shifting of the violin on the horizontal plane, generated by the 
twisting movement, generally varied across angles of 25" to 50". As we ob- 
served with regard to the oscillations in Oistrakh's interpretation of the 
Brandenburg Concerto, the twisting movement also fits into a type of activ- 
ity of postural "rebounding." For example, a shifting of the v i o h  towards 
the right can be preceded by what we call an "empty" twisting movement, 
one that produces no sound, towards the left, which leads into a twisting 
movement towards the right during which sound is produced. 

At measure 12, we observe a centripetal movement; a centrifugal move- 
ment occurs at measure 13; a centripetal movement occurs on the first beat 
of measure 14, with an immediate rebound which is protracted during mea- 
sure 15. Thus, after a "dynamic pause" at measure 15, there is a further 
centrifugal twisting movement during measures 16 and 17 where a sequence 
of doublets begins with a "centripetal fall." 

Thus, from measure 14 until measure 17, a sequence of centripetal- 
centrhgal-centripetal movements occurs. At measure 20, during a pause, 
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Oistrakh effects an "empty twisting movement" (without sound) of a cen- 
trifugal type (which may also serve to communicate his intention to the or- 
chestra) followed by a centripetal movement, again empty, which determines 
a centrifugal rebound at which he begins to play measure 21, initiating a se- 
ries of twisting movements. This series is repeated during measure 24 and 
again during measures 28 and 29. During this final measure, the twisting 
movement is particularly wide. 

Based on this close examination of Oistrakh's postural attitudes in this 
piece, the two observers hypothesized that, in the context of Oistrakh's mu- 
sical interpretation, the musician's twisting movement, characterized by a 
dynamic occupation of wider areas of space, has an important role in a light- 
ening of the musical phrase. It appeared that this movement not only was 
associated with a lightening of the sound but served as a form of lightening 
of the musician's body tension as well. Unlike what we observed in the Bach 
piece, the movement here does not consist of oscillations characterized by 
shifting the weight from one foot to the other; rather it is a sort of "ex- 
pansion" of the body in space. We observed that the effect of a lightening 
of the sound was always present in this interpretation when the twisting 
movement appeared. On the basis of this observation, we hypothesized that 
in this piece, Oistrakh, in conjunction with the pressure of his fingers and 
the bow, could use this twisting of the torso to produce variations in the so- 
norous intensity. If this hypothesis could be confirmed by further investiga- 
tion, it would be possible to understand differences among musicians as far 
as their personal styles were concerned. We would like to emphasize, how- 
ever, that we do not mean to assert that every time a musician wants to ob- 
tain a sense of lightness he must effect a twisting movement, but rather that 
it is possible that in this piece, as interpreted by Oistrakh, some effects of 
lightness could be obtained by a twisting movement of the torso. Other mu- 
sicians might use different strategies to obtain a similar effect. 

Conclusion 
It is universally recognized that, when the same musical piece is inter- 

preted by two different musicians, significant differences are evident as far 
as certain expressive aspects are concerned. These aspects relate to the 
sound and to the mode in which characteristics of frequency, intensity, and 
timbre are interwoven so as to establish a characteristic spatial-temporal pat- 
tern. The musical score provides basic information for such a pattern, but to 
the pattern are added interesting effects that are specifically determined by 
the individual musician. These effects are often considered characteristic ex- 
pressions of the personabty of a particular musician. Our inquiry seeks to 
identify, by means of psychophysiological observation, the subtle mecha- 
nisms by which these expressive components are realized. In other words, 
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we are investigating the individual strategies that can modulate the sound 
material in a concrete fashion. 

It is clear that to ~ roduce  a more or less intense sound, it is necessary 
to exert a major or minor force. In the case of the violin, this force depends 
essentially on the pressure of the bow and the fingers of the left hand, 
which in turn depend on the intensity of muscular contractions. Therefore, 
it is given that what is called a musical dynamic (variations in sound inten- 
sity) is strictly dependent on the motor activity of the musician. Motor ac- 
tivity obviously does not consist merely in simple alternation of "contrac- 
tions" and of "muscle relaxations," but, especially in the field of art, per- 
haps of variations in the over-all regulation of muscle tension and the inter- 
action between the variations in muscle tone and isotonic contractions. The 
variations in motor activity can be considered as oscillations in myographic 
tension. Using this reasoning as a point of departure, we have presumed that 
the variations in muscle tension of the arm cannot be solely responsible for 
the variations in sound, or, in other words, of the musical dynamic. This is 
because the variations in tone of a single area are coordmated in the most 
general context of postural equilibrium. Tonic postural coordination exerts 
an antigravity action, continually modulating the relationship between the 
weight of the body and its movement. This modulation is realized through a 
play of tension and lack of tension that produces losses of balance and 
counterbalances to restore equhbrium. 

As we have said, it is possible to hypothesize a type of correspondence, 
even mediated, between tension, muscle release, and those variations in 
sound intensity which musical critics describe metaphorically in terms of 
tension, lightness, etc. Thus, the musician can produce variations in tension 
through movement and through the organization of muscle tone. With this 
view, we have examined the postural-motor behavior of David Oistrakh in 
two pieces of highly dfferent expressive characteristics. In the Bach inter- 
pretation, by means of the particular way the musician distributes his weight 
and leans his body, he produces regular alternations of tension and releases 
of tension that function so as to express the clarity and structural system of 
the composer's music. Therefore, the "criteria" of the weight distribution is 
functional (and not only analogical in a banal sense) in terms of the organi- 
zation of the weight distribution of the sound mass. 

The Mozart piece presents quite a ddferent proposition. In this piece, 
the expressive characteristics were also indicated by Mozart. For example, 
with the Andante Cantabile, a form of movement is suggested (andante 
means "going") in which every musician intuitively gleans the character, 
with very particular effects of lightness and expansion (cantabile means 
sing). To independent observers, it seemed that Oistrakh's interpretation 
perfectly followed the intention of Mozart by creating prolonged and ongo- 
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ing sensations of lightening, which occur within a constant and prolonged 
tension. We hypothesize that this effect can be obtained by the continuous 
flexing of the torso which, on the level of postural tension, has probably the 
same function of lightening, modulating in an altogether unique way the dis- 
tribution of the weight. 

This is a preliminary overview of an ongoing study that we plan to de- 
velop in greater depth with regard to music pedagogy, and to expand in 
terms of further laboratory research. 
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